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the entire sundara kandam can be read on a single day. alternatively, devotees can read it in 2 days-
chapters 1-35 on the first day and the rest on the next day; in 3 days with the reading of chapters

1-37, 38-40, and 41-68; in 5 days in the pattern 1-15, 16-37, 38, 39-54, and 55-68; reading chapters
1-5, 6-15, 16-20, 21-26, 27-28, 29-40, 41-52, 53-58, and 59-68 and completing in 9 days; start on a
friday, read 9 chapters a day, and complete the subsequent friday; reading 6 chapters a day and

completing on the 12th day; or complete the recitation in 28 days, by reading 2 chapters a day for
22 days, and then 5, 3, 6, 3, and 4 chapters on days 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27 respectively, and the last
3 chapters on the 28th day. sundara kandam sets out to create a sense of relevance and relevance
for ramayana. tyagaraja had to set out on an arduous journey for realising the purpose of the epic

and create a kritis that would hold together different forms of relevance. he could not have chosen a
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more apt vehicle for reaching this goal than the nada veena. the nada veena has a strong
association with swaras like ragam thanam, naiyooru and avaroham and this gives it an innate

affinity with ramayana. in his kritis, he tries to capture the joys, sorrows and conflicts in the epic. the
title of this kandam is the doo rig padyam. the doo=sundara and rig= kandam. the title signifies that
this is the kandam of the beautiful. as the song begins with the swara "the beautiful is the origin of

all that is beautiful. the word padyam has several meanings. this word could mean a direction, a
path, a way, a path or a direction. the title suggests that this kandam is the way to the beautiful. he
is a dancer who sings about the beautiful, the sun and the moon and all the other celestial bodies

and about gods, demons and people. he is a gymnast who sings about the feats of gods and
demons. he is the dancer who sings of the way to the beautiful. 5ec8ef588b
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